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　In recent years, the tendency to arrange, and integrate different theories and techniques to understand 
psychical phenomena is active in the world of psychotherapy. This tendency comprises three different 
approaches, namely, １）technical eclecticism, ２）common factors approach, and ３） theoretical integration 
approach. In the present paper, the author discusses, from different perspectives, the consequences of the 
fact of adopting an eclectic／integrative- viewpoint in psychotherapy practice. He argued that for a 
therapist to effectively meet the client's different therapeutical needs, and the various aspects of the 
problem faced by the client, it is necessary to perform the case assessment from a multi-dimensional 
perspective, and try to find, in collaboration with the client, a useful approach to solve the latter's problem. 
In this sense, the author, using a clinical case study, argued that the eclectic／integrative-viewpoint 
constitutes a highly useful approach.
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